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Abstract 

The teaching of Integrated Science is activity based and is aimed at bringing about the most 
productive and beneficial learning experience for students and promoting their development 
as learners. To transform the teaching of Integrated Science in Nigeria schools, the teachers 
have to be creative and innovative in their method and skills of teaching the subject. It is 
based on this that the paper focuses on creativity.Creativity of students and teachers play a 
very important role in education. According to experts, a creative teacher is necessary to 
develop students' creativity. Students must feel that they are expected to be creative as one of 
the ways to transform the teaching of integrated science in school. The paper also discussed 
the teaching of integrated science, creativity in integrated science, science as a process, 
attitude of inquiry and problem solving, prospect of creativity, conclusion and 
recommendations were made.  

 
 
 Science is a systematic body of knowledge it could also mean a way of doing things which 
consists of its products, processes and attitudes. The products of science are facts, concepts, 
principles, laws, theories, and generalization; while processes of science are observation, 
classification, measurement, quantifying, data gathering, communication with models, pictures, 
tables, graphs, diagrams, histogram, bar chart, inferring and hypothesizing. The important attitudes 
that underlie the scientific enterprise are curiosity, open-mindedness, objectivity, intellectual honesty, 
and rationality, willingness to suspend judgement, humility, and critical mindedness. There are 
several values which are considered important to science studies. These are learning to know and to 
understand, questioning all things, search for data and their meaning, demand for verification, respect 
for logic, consideration of premise, consideration of consequences, and reference for life (Adeyemi 
2012). 
 
Teaching of Integrated Science (ITS) 

Effective teaching of Integrated Science is an activity based which will bring about the most 
productive and beneficial learning experience for students and promote their development as learners. 
Effective teaching of Integrated Science goes beyond just imparting knowledge but it is a purposeful 
activity carried out by somebody with a specialized knowledge in Integrated Science in a skilful way 
to enhance cognitive, affective and psychomotor development of a person or group of persons. For the 
teaching of Integrated Science to be effective, the Integrated Science teacher must have an extensive 
knowledge of the subject, knowledge of the curriculum, knowledge and understanding of how 
children develop and how they learn. This includes knowledge of the context in which learning occurs 
(home, community, school factor) and knowledge of assessment techniques. An Integrated Science 
teacher should possess some teaching skills and be able to plan lessons, manage a classroom, engage 
students in active learning, present challenging situations to encourage problem solving, collect and 
monitor information on achievement, maintain good students record, provide motivation for students 
and support cooperative group work (Akinyemi 2010). 

The teaching of Integrated Science requires various teaching approaches and meaningful 
learning (Ayodele and Adegbite, 2003). The use of inappropriate methods could make students dread 
science education in their later life. In another development, Ololube, Egbezor and Kpolovie (2008) 
argued that the falling educational standards can be attributed to the use of lecture method by teachers. 
Integrated Science teachers are expected to employ the use of teaching aids to supplement other 
methods and manage and control their classes for effective learning of Integrated Science. The use of 
inappropriate methods could affect students’ performance in Integrated Science. Many of the 
Integrated Science teachers do not have a clear insight about the appropriate pedagogies to enhance 
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Integrated Science teaching and learning. Most of the teachers resort to teaching with only one major 
teaching method which is the lecture or “chalk and talk” method in our Integrated Science classroom. 
Sometimes, classes are too large for teachers to manage for effective teaching and learning. This has 
greatly affected Integrated Science teaching ranging from methodology and techniques of teaching 
(Okoye, 2004). 

Technology stands as an incubator to integrated science. Science and technology education 
play a key role in thedevelopment of a nation (Emovon, 2008, Okpala, 1995). Integrated science has 
undergone a lot of transformation; moves by both national and international bodies have made this 
easy for the essentials that have both positive and negative implications for man's life on earth: food, 
drugs, clothing, fuel, aeroplanes, computers, radio, refrigerator, nuclear weapons and neutron, the 
main stream of creativity. The developed nations attach a lot of importance to the teaching of science 
within the first nine years which should be aimed at "preparation for useful living within the society 
and for higher education. For this, the school science subject taught in the junior secondary- school 
science component of Nigerian education system is called integrated science. This is in consonance 
with the view of UNESCO - UN1CEF (1971) that up till the junior secondary school levelstudents 
should be exposed to a broad view of science which enlivens and enlightens their interest in the 
environment and contributes to the steady development of their mental, manipulative and social skills. 
 
Creativity in Integrated Science (ITS) 

From the above mentioned reasons, it is clear that the creativity of students and teachers is an 
important factor influencing science education. It is necessary that teachers have enough knowledge 
about creativity in order to be able to develop the spirit of creativity among their students in a suitable 
way (Olatoye 2006). 
 
Definition of Creativity 

There is not only one definition of creativity because it is difficult to define creativity. The 
creation of theoretical foundations of creativity is connected with the pioneering efforts of Guilford 
(1980) and Torrance (2011). Unfortunately, most researchers dealing with creativity developed their 
own definitions of this concept. 

Concerning the multidimensional development of teacher professional competences we find 
the definition of creativity by Olatoye (2006) the most comprehensive. He defines creativity as: 
a) Ability: to imagine or invent something new, which does not mean creating something out of 
nothing; to generate ideas, solutions, pieces of work, using combinations, changes, replications of 
existing ideas. 
b) Individual approach characterized by: agreement, acceptance of changes and news, willingness to 
play with ideas and thoughts, flexibility in perspective. 
c) Process characterized as: hard work, continuous mental activity to generate solutions, space for 
improvisation and others. 

Creativity relates to divergence of ideas and not one-way traffic to situations but several, 
perhaps unlimited, different answers and opportunity. It refers to doing simple things differently and 
in one's own way (Lancaster, 2004). It is ability to see problems, fluency of thinking, flexibility of 
thinking and originality (Kettner, 2012), simply put, creativity = intelligence + personality. 

In science class, being creative would imply that, students are given the chance to venture 
answers which may have been provided by the teacher, teacher poses questions (problems) whose 
answers are not in text books, students are allowed to do something which has never been done 
before, something non - traditional, teachers not insisting on very precise is very important in science. 
Afuwape, (2002) recommended that integrated science teachers methodology courses in teacher 
education and in service programme should be made to emphasize the need to teach the subject using 
methods that are characterized by creativity, among other things. The training and in-service 
programmes should be activity - oriented with enough opportunities for the programme participants to 
master the theory and practice, integrating different types of creativity into integrated science 
teaching. Akpan(2006) opine that creativity should be seen as a strange positive achievement derived 
from human wisdom. It is high time Nigerian integrated science educators nurture creativity, in their 
teaching and inculcate the same to the students they teach in junior secondary school. 
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Science as a Process. 
Studies on Creativity, like those designed to strengthen scientific teaching, stress the 

importance of removing a stereotypical representation of science as a mere system of enunciations and 
rules that explain classes of phenomena. Science is first and foremost a process of continual research, 
testing, construction and discovery. Such a process is fuelled by the often routine, constant application 
of knowledge and rules, and of consolidated and convergent procedures, but certainly also of 
invention, continuous innovation and discovery, which require creative thinking. But it is exactly this 
innovative dynamism that stresses that scientific discovery implies the adequacy of invention to 
problems and to the body of consolidated knowledge. It is obvious that the scientist has the solid and 
articulated knowledge of his field of knowledge, but also that he adopts a way of thinking which 
implies posing a problem, formulating hypotheses and making repeated tests. Moreover, this is the 
logic of enquiry. Up to this point this is concerned with normal problem-solving activity. However, 
are there circumstances in which the solution to the problem is creative? The answer can be positive 
on the basis of results, i.e. the product: the solution is creative because it is new or innovative 
compared to the past. However, the interest in the promotion of creativity in childhood, which is at the 
centre of our argument leads us to ask if that same creativity of the adult scientist has antecedents in 
thinking and activity in the early years (or childhood) and most of all if we can recognize them and 
cultivate them in children without altering the childhood dimension. From this point of view the 
product made by the children cannot be compared to the product of the adult expert. So, the similarity 
that is recognized between the creativity of the child and of the scientist is of a kind, or rather of two 
types. There is an analogy of attitude/emotion that can be summed up in the idea of motivated activity 
(or intrinsically motivated) and in the behaviour that is generated, and there is an analogy of 
procedure of thinking that regards mental processes. The first analogy regards the condition in which 
the agent is found which is that of one who has to face/resolve a problem and is dedicated intensely to 
that activity. This attitude is shared by the scientist but also by the artist intent on creating one of his 
works (Onyeachi 2008).  
 
Attitude of Inquiry and Problem Solving 

In other words, the first analogy between creative activity of the child and that of the scientist 
lies in the common attitude of inquiry, or of research. In this case scientific inquiry finds a parallel 
with all human activities guided by the active research of a solution to a problem. This investigative 
attitude animates the child not only when they explore objects or natural phenomena, contexts that are 
closer to the natural sciences, but in many activities: from constructive activities to artistic and play 
based activities, when he is dedicated to them in pursuing the solution to a problem, or the pursuit of a 
goal (Jalongo 2012). The indications for a promotional educational context are clear and precise. 
Creative thinking can be expressed by tasks and contexts that foster inquiry, therefore, in the presence 
of questions posed autonomously by children, or else posed by adults, but in such a way as to be 
shared by the children themselves. Real questions, to which they actively seek answers. This means 
that those who envisage only correct answer do not induce a genuine procedure of inquiry, and not 
even pseudo questions that is, those to which the adult knows how to respond to. They are therefore 
questions which expect a variety of answers and trigger a prolonged research process. Naturally it is 
always possible that a child provides creative answers even in the presence of closed questions and 
that they therefore invent new solutions (new at least for themselves and their classmates  

But, as it has been said, the analysis of activated thinking processes is equally interesting and 
can provide even more productive indications for the promotion of creative thinking. In the activity of 
problem solving the scientist formulates hypotheses and looks for evidence for and against such 
hypotheses (Eshach, Fried 2005, Kind and Kind 2007, Zoller 2011), but for such a process of inquiry 
he does not turn only to logical thinking, guided by scientific categories and theoretical knowledge, 
but also to the imagination (Feist 2011, Runco et al. 2011, Anonietti et al. 2011) that represents a 
central component to creativity.  
 
Prospects of Creativity 

Creativity is very important in the teaching and learning of science in schools. Creativity is a 
way of minimizing or reducing cost of equipment and materials for teaching and learning. It is a 
method of widening the scope of inquiry, a challenge to curiosity in learners, it provides a very rich 
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visual experience to learners, it equally enables the science teachers the opportunity to exercise 
physical control of the stimuli and afford the students the opportunity of touching and manipulating 
direct concrete experiences. 
Creativity if properly used promote quick understanding by arresting learners attention and also 
giving first hand experiences which are not easily forgotten by the students (Adesanya and Ogunyemi 
2012). 
 
Conclusions 

It has been discovered that development of creativity of teachers is very important for 
students, because creativity is one of the most important factors for their lifelong learning and future 
success. According to experts, however, only a creative teacher can bring up a creative student. 
According to this article, creativity is a suitable method for the development of students. Found out 
that creativity is a suitable method for the development of students because it is mainly based on 
student-centred activities, connection between teaching contents and real life, open-ended questions 
and encouragement of creative thinking. Because teamwork currently plays a significant role in 
creativity, it is important to acquaint creativity in teacher training programme. 

Creativity teaching is multifaceted; it involves the setting up of a class environment, which 
enhances the release of the creative talents of individuals. Creativity allows students to take control of 
their own learning without question. Consequently, no control strategy can be recommended but it is 
left to the initiative of the integrated science teacher to decide the suitable ones for a lesson or 
teaching based on the factors surrounding the teaching learning process. 
 
Recommendations 

Based on the conclusion drawn it is recommended that: 
1. Teachers who are creative and resourceful should be rewarded adequately to motivate them 
2. Schools should establish science clubs, organise science fair, all these will make students to be 
curios and more creative. 
3. Science teachers must be innovative, resourceful and creative in both thinking and manipulative 
skills to enrich the teaching and learning of science. 
4. Teachers should encourage their students to improvise local instructional materials in teaching and 
learning of Integrated Science. Also, the government must see to the provision of adequate 
instructional materials in schools 
5. The need for more workshops and seminars organized for Integrated Science teachers for them to 
update their knowledge and professional skills. 
6. More reference textbooks for teaching Integrated Science should be made available to the teachers 
to update their knowledge both in content and skills. 
7. Inspectors of school should visit schools more often to monitor and to ensure more seriousness on 
the part of Integrated Science teachers for greater effectiveness in teaching. 
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